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The numerical simulation and wind tunnel experiment were involved to observe the
aerodynamic characteristics of car model. The investigation of aerodynamic char-
acteristics on car model were difficult by using wind tunnel. It provides more com-
prehensive experimental data as a reference to validate the numerical simulation.
In the wind tunnel experiments, the pressures on various ports over the car model
were measured by using pressure scanner (64 bit channels). The drag force was
calculated based on experimental and computational results. The realizable k-e
model was employed to compute the aerodynamic drag and surface pressure distri-
bution over a car model simulated at various wind velocity. The tetrahedron mesh
approach was used to discretize the computational domain for accuracy. The com-
putational results showed a good agreement with the experimental data and the re-
sults revealed that the induced aerodynamic drag determines the best car shape. In
order to reveal the internal connection between the aerodynamic drag and wake
vortices, the turbulent kinetic, re-circulation length, position of vortex core, and ve-
locity profile in the wake were investigated by numerical analysis.
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Introduction

Aerodynamics was first introduced to increase stability in race cars. Race car engi-

neers realized that air flowing around the vehicle could be used to increase down force and re-

duce aerodynamic drag on the car. Then they realized that the drag affects fuel economy in road

vehicle design. So the method could be transferred to reduce aerodynamic drag on to road vehi-

cles in order to improve fuel economy. To decrease the amount of drag created by a vehicle, au-

tomobile manufacturers began incorporating vehicle body designs that would allow the vehicle

to be more streamlined. Methods of decreasing the drag coefficient of a vehicle include modify-

ing shape of the rear end, base bleed covering the underside of the vehicles, and reducing the

amount of projections on the outer surface of the car. Birwa et al [1], found that the drag coeffi-

cient decreases with the velocity increasing from 30 to 60 m/s and increases with the ground

clearance from 101.6 mm to 152.4 mm. Song et al [2], found that from the result of CFD, the

parts from the end of the sedan were chosen as the design variables for optimization. Littlewood
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and Passmore [3] investigated that the effects of the steady blowing on the vehicle wake struc-

tures affect drag dominantly. Sai Sijith and Ravindra Reddy [4] concluded the flow separation

takes in upstream of the vehicle. Manan Desai et al. [5] revealed that the computed drag forces

and pressure distributions concurrence well with the experimentl values over the whole range of

air velocities. Tsubokura [6] investigated that formation of eddies varied around the vehicle and

causes for overall aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle. Hu et al. [7] concluded that when

the diffuser angle increases, the underbody flow and especially the wake change greatly and the

pressure changes correspondingly. Itsuhei et al. [8] analyzed that wake structure of Ahmed car

model due to unsteady characteristics Khaled, et al [9], described that the most crucial parame-

ters in new car development is the aerodynamic torsor of a vehicle. This torsor has been used to

reduce drag on car profile significantly. Vino et al. [10] concluded that the wake region on

Ahmed car model can be studied by time average and time dependent system. Time dependant

analysis is suitable to study the vortex shedding behind the bluff bodies than the time averaged

system.
As mentioned previously, aerodynamic drag is the force that opposes the direction of

thrust of a car and is not a desirable force. Given a set of vehicle conditions, the drag force can be
calculated. Drag is a function of the frontal area of the vehicle, the density of the air, the coeffi-
cient of drag of the vehicle, and the vehicle speed squared. The effects of drag on a vehicle be-
come even more prominent. However, when the engine power needed to overcome drag forces
is realized. The engine power needed as a function of drag depends on the frontal area of the car,
the density of the air, the coefficient of drag of the vehicle, and the vehicle speed. The fact that
the vehicle speed has a cubic relation to the force of drag reveals that a small change in the speed
of the car requires an enormous amount of engine power to overcome the forces of drag. In addi-
tion, the relation between drag and speed shows that aerodynamics of vehicles do not matter so
much at lower speeds. They have a much more intense effect at higher speeds. However, the air
that flows around the car swirls around the rear much more for the actual vehicle profile as com-
pared with the teardrop profile. These swirls are called vortices, and they represent a low-pres-
sure area behind the car. The low pressure behind the car creates a suction effect that tries to pull
the vehicle backwards. Therefore, reducing the size of the separation zone, which is the area be-
hind the car containing the vortices behind the car, is one of the predominant methods of de-
creasing aerodynamic drag. This can be done by slightly tapering the rear end of a car to reduce
the size of the separation zone.

Experimental set-up

The aerodynamic study of the car model of
scale ratio 1:12 was employed using subsonic
suction type wind tunnel. The subsonic wind
tunnel facility can be viewed as an experimental
facility. The wind flow is simulated in a con-
trolled manner to represent the flow characteris-
tics in the nature and the aerodynamic forces.
The responses of the model are investigated in a
scientific manner. The subsonic wind tunnel
comprises of honey comb, contraction chamber,
test section, and diffuser.

The open type subsonic wind tunnel, fig. 1,
is utilized in this work with test cross-section is
about 1.2 m × 1 m and maximum speed of
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Figure 1. Open type subsonic wind tunnel



blower is about 150 rpm with consuming input
power of 170 HP, 415 V, respectively. The
blockage ratio of wind tunnel is defined as the
ratio of frontal area of the model to wind tunnel
inlet test section area and it should not exceed
7.5%. The blockage ratio is calculated as 2.2%
for this case since it is within the specified limit
so model can be suitably tested in this test sec-
tion configuration.

Scaled car model

The pressure tubes were connected to the
port which was drilled around the car model, fig.
2. The other ends of the tubes are connected
with the ports available in the pressure scanner
(64 bit). The pressure scanner is connected with
the computer which displayed pressure values
around the car model by using predetermined
software. The measurement is carried out with
the different velocities of air and the pressure
values were tabulated.

Electronic pressure scanners

Electronic pressure scanners (EPS) are minia-
ture electronic differential pressure measurement units which consist of an array of silicon
piezo-resistive pressure sensors, committed as one for each pressure port, fig. 3. The sensors are
mounted on a common hybrid glass substrate using a proprietary technique which maximizes long
term stability. The outputs of the sensors are electronically multiplexed through a single onboard
instrumentation amplifier at rates up to 70,000 Hz using binary addressing. The multiplexed am-
plified analog output is capable of driving long lengths of cable to a remote A/D converter. The
EPS scanners also incorporate a two position calibration manifold actuated by momentary pulses
of control pressures. When placed in the calibrate position, all sensors are connected to a common
calibration pressure port. A series of accurately measured pressures can be applied through this
port to characterize the sensors.

Numerical simulation

The scaled car model was created by model-
ing software (Uni-Graphics) for computational
as shown in fig. 4. The computational domain
and pressure port points were created as similar
experimental set-up as shown in figs. 5 and 7.
The ANSYS fluent software was used for nu-
merical simulation using boundary condition
given in tab. 1. The tetrahedral mesh was used
for computational domain to analyze force on
the surface of the car model. The k-e model was
used to analysis turbulent and wake region on
the car model. The turbulent kinetic energy and
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Figure 2. Car model for experimental analysis

Figure 3. Electronic pressure scanners
C1 – indicator pin when run position, C2 – indicator
pin when calibration position, CR – calibration
manifold indicator, C/REF – calibration reference
port, R/REF – run reference port, CAL – calibration
valve, 1 to 64 – pressure port

Figure 4. Geometry car model



turbulent dissipation were visible by second or-
der upwind discretization method.

Calculation of drag coefficient and

drag force

Drag coefficient Cd = Cp cos q s/h
where Cp is the pressure coefficient, s – the
length port, h – the height of the port, and q – the
angle at port.

Drag force D = ½Cd rV2A
where V [ms–1] is the velocity of air, Cd – the
non-dimensional drag coefficient, A – the pro-
jected frontal area of the car model, and r – the
density of the ambient air.

Result and discussion

The pressure coefficients at various ports on
the car model were analyzed from the graph as
shown in fig. 8. The flow patterns were studied
over the car model both experimental and by an-
alytical. It is clear that the pressure distribution
varies with respect to various position of the car

model. From the graph plotted experimentally and numerically, low pressure region induced on
rear portion of the car for all speed, figs. 8 and 9. This influences drag induced on car model.
Whereas in analytical results, the low pressure region started at tail end region of roof. Also the
pressure distribution over the car model is plotted at various wind speeds.

The drag increases with velocity from both experimental and numerical, fig. 10. Also

it is observed that at higher vehicle speed, drag affects on the vehicle performance dominantly.
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Figure 5. Computational domain on car model

Figure 6. Mesh geometry

Table 1. Boundary condition for CFD analysis

Region Boundary condition

Inlet
Velocity, Vmax = 27.01 m/s
Turbulent intensity = 1 %

Outlet
Pressure outlet,

reference pressure = 0 Pa

Top and side Wall and no slip

Ground Wall and no slip

Turbulent model k-e model

Figure 7. Ports on car model

Figure 8. Pressure coefficient vs. port number



From the computational graphs, the turbulence induced by car model was noticed on

rear region only, which causes the wake flow. The wake flow induces pressure drag, which af-

fect the performance of vehicle. From fig. 11, the pressure contour on the car model analyzed.

Flow separation on car profile also analyzed which is the cause for turbulence on the rear region

of the car model. From fig. 12, the velocity contour over the car profile analyzed. From fig. 13

the velocity vector on car profile analyzed and turbulent flow measured. It is also observed from

the fig. 14 that turbulent flow causes for swirling.
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Figure 9. Pressure coefficient vs. port number Figure 10. Drag vs. velocity

Figure 14. Turbulent on car model
(for color image see journal web site)

Figure 11. Contours of pressure distribution over
the car model (for color image see journal web site)

Figure 12. Contours of velocity
(for color image see journal web site)

Figure 13. Velocity vectro on car model
(for color image see journal web site)



Conclusion

The pressure distributions on car model were studied by experimental and validated

with computational results. The drag coefficient on car model was 0.3414 by computational

method and 0.3187 by experimental method. The boundary layer thickness analyzed on car

model by computational and used to design vortex generator for further reducing drag force.

The turbulent flow region, boundary layer separation and wake region were analyzed by compu-

tational performance result. All the results are obtained through experimental and numerical

method are closely correlated with each other and this work will be the benchmark for further

aerodynamic analysis on any type of car body. The modification on existing car model, attach-

ment and active devices on car model will be used to reduce drag further and improve vehicle

performance.
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